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1 —  Handling, inspecting, and cleaning fiber-optic devices
1.1 Handling fiber-optic devices

Alcatel ships fiber-optic products that conform to GR-253-CORE, Issue 3, 
section 4.1, which defines the application categories of SR, IR, LR, and VR optical 
interfaces.

Fiber-optic connectors and receptacles must be clean and free of cracks, scratches, 
pits, and other surface distortions in order for connections to perform properly.

Danger —  Never look into the end of an optical fiber while optical 
power is being applied to the fiber.

Caution 1 —  Always inspect and, if necessary, clean fiber-optic 
connectors before you connect them to any other equipment, such as 
transmission equipment, test equipment, patch panels, or other 
connectors.

Caution 2 —  When you are not using a fiber-optic connector or 
receptacle, cover the connector with a dust cap or the receptacle with 
an I/O plug to prevent contamination.

Caution 3 —  When you clean a fiber-optic connector, do not touch 
the surface of the connector with your fingers.

Caution 4 —  Clean fiber-optic receptacles only when you connect 
them for the first time or if there is evidence of contamination.

Caution 5 —  Ensure that you use the proper cleaning materials; 
otherwise, you can contaminate fiber-optic equipment.
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1 —  Handling, inspecting, and cleaning fiber-optic devices
General handling considerations
Consider the following when handling fiber-optic devices and accessories.

• Never bend or coil a cable less than the minimum bend radius specified by the 
manufacturer or less than 37.6 mm minimum (1.5 inch).

• Handle cables with care; avoid twisting the cable while turning its connectors or 
routing it during installation.

• Connect or disconnect a connector by holding the sides of the connector and 
pulling gently. Do not pull on the boot (see Figure 1-1).

• Do not touch the fiber cable end-faces.
• Do not expose the cable to excessive heat.
• Do not allow connectors to strike or drag across work surfaces, including the 

floor.
• Do not allow cables to support any weight.
• Do not use cable ties to secure fiber optic cables.
• Do not crush or damage fibers by placing objects on top of a cable or connector, 

or by rough handling while mounting other nearby devices.
• Keep dust and contaminants away from fiber-optic surfaces.
• Keep dust caps on connectors and I/O plugs on receptacles until just before 

installation.
• Store unused dust caps and plugs in an antistatic, zipper-locked plastic bag for 

future use.
• Replace dust caps and plugs if they fall on the floor, are cracked or damaged in 

any way, are dirty, or when they are exposed to dust in the environment.

Figure 1-1 identifies the main parts of a fiber-optic cable.
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1 —  Handling, inspecting, and cleaning fiber-optic devices
Figure 1-1  Parts of a fiber-optic cable

1.2 Acceptance criteria for fiber-optic device inspections

Fiber-optic connectors and receptacles must be visually inspected before every 
connection, including first-time installation of components still in their original 
packaging. Once the fiber-optic devices pass inspection and the connection is made, 
it is not necessary to disassemble the connection for inspection.

To perform inspections, use a video microscope, a video monitor and accessories 
(see section 1.4).

The following guidelines apply to acceptance criteria.

• Loose contamination of any kind is not acceptable and must be cleaned from the 
end-face.

• For inspection purposes, pits are to be treated the same as nonremovable 
contamination.

• When measuring oddly shaped contamination (non-round), use the largest 
dimension.

• If contamination falls across more than one zone, use the acceptance criteria of 
the most stringent zone.

• For multifiber cable, each end-face must meet the inspection criteria.

Core

Cladding

Ferrule

Boot

Cable

Connector

17202

Danger —  Never look into the end of an optical fiber while optical 
power is being applied to the fiber. When cleaning or making 
measurements, avoid eye exposure to open-ended fibers and optical 
connectors because they may be connected to a laser transmitter. 
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1 —  Handling, inspecting, and cleaning fiber-optic devices
Acceptance criteria
Acceptance criteria for single-mode and multimode end-faces are provided in 
Tables 1-1 and 1-2. The zones referred to in these tables are illustrated in Figures 1-2 
and 1-3.

The result of an inspection can be one of three conditions: preferred, acceptable or 
unacceptable.

Table 1-1 Single-mode end-face inspection acceptance criteria

Figure 1-2  Single-mode end-face zones

Zone Diameter Acceptance criteria (number and size)

Non removable 
contamination or pits

Scratches

Core 9 µm None None

Core zone < 50 µm None None

Cladding zone 50 to 120 µm Quantity: 3 max.

Diameter: 5 µm max.

Quantity: 2 max.

Width: 2 µm max.

Epoxy zone 120 to 130 µm Quantity: no limit

Diameter: 10 µm max.

No limit

Contact zone 130 to 250 µm Quantity: no limit

Diameter: 10 µm max.

No limit

Core

Core zone

Cladding zone

Epoxy zone

Contact zone
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1 —  Handling, inspecting, and cleaning fiber-optic devices
Table 1-2 Multimode end-face inspection acceptance criteria

Figure 1-3  Multimode end-face zones

Examples

The preferred condition of an end-face is shown in Figure 1-4. There is no evidence 
of contamination, scratches, or any other anomaly. Figure 1-4 also identifies the 
end-face zones shown in the illustrations of Table 1-3 (for clarity, the zones are not 
shown to scale, and the core and core zones are shown as one zone). Table 1-3 
illustrates some acceptable and unacceptable inspections. 

Description Diameter Acceptance criteria

Non removable 
contamination or pits

Scratches

Core < 62.5 µm Quantity: 3 max.

Diameter: 10 µm max.

None

Cladding zone 62.5 to 120 µm Quantity: 3 max.

Diameter: 10 µm max.

Quantity: 2 max.

Width: 2 µm max.

Epoxy zone 120 to 130 µm Quantity: no limit

Diameter: 10 µm max.

No limit

Contact zone 130 to 250 µm Quantity: no limit

Diameter: 10 µm max.

No limit

Core

Cladding zone

Epoxy zone

Contact zone

17201
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1 —  Handling, inspecting, and cleaning fiber-optic devices
Figure 1-4  Preferred condition of fiber-optic end-face

Core and core zone

Cladding zone

Epoxy zone

Contact zone
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1 —  Handling, inspecting, and cleaning fiber-optic devices
Table 1-3 Acceptable and unacceptable conditions of fiber-optic end-faces

17259

Contamination within Cladding
zone, but outside Core zone,
diameter is < 5 µm

Contamination in Core zone

Contamination in Contact zone,
diameter is < 10 µm

Contamination (large particle)
in Cladding zone,
diameter > 10 µm

Removable contamination (oil)

One scratch in Cladding zone,
with multiple scratches in
Contact zone

One scratch through core

Contamination in Cladding/
epoxy zone, diameter < 10 µm

Contamination (large particle
in Cladding zone),
diameter > 10 µm

Contamination,
particles, or pits in
single-mode fiber

Scratches in
single-mode fiber

Contamination,
particles, or pits in
multimode fiber

Acceptable UnacceptableCriteria
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1 —  Handling, inspecting, and cleaning fiber-optic devices
1.3 Caring for fiber-optic jumper cables

Store all unused fiber-optic jumper cables in a cabinet, hang them on a cable rack, or 
lay them flat in a cupboard. Make sure there is no tension on the fiber-optic cable, or 
any sharp bending, twisting or kinks (microbends); the radius of the bend should 
meet the specifications of the manufacturer or be at least 38.1 mm (1.5 inch). When 
you are not using the fiber-optic cable jumper, cover the end connectors with the dust 
caps.

1.4 Inspecting and cleaning procedures

This section describes how to inspect and clean fiber-optic devices.

Inspection equipment
Use a fiber optic inspection kit or equivalent that contains the following items:

• 200x video microscope
• video monitor
• adapters for connectors and receptacles
• instructions for the use of the kit components

Cleaning materials
Clean fiber-optic devices in a dust-free environment. The following materials are 
needed:

• cassette cleaner (Reel type or equivalent), or cloths made of lint-free, nonabrasive 
materials

• optical grade stick cleaners (swabs) that have a tightly wrapped tip (1.25 mm, 
2.50 mm and 4.0 mm)

• pure optical-grade isopropyl alcohol for cleaning connector end-faces
• a can of contaminant-free compressed air (dry nitrogen) for removing dust from 

connectors (ferrule and end-face surfaces) and receptacles; do not use 
commercially compressed air or house air

You may also need:

• antistatic, zipper-locked plastic bags (do not use pink antistatic bags)
• I/O plugs for receptacles
• dust caps for connectors

Caution 1 —  Ensure you handle the fiber-optic equipment properly 
or you can damage the equipment. See section 1.1 for handling 
guidelines.

Caution 2 —  Ensure you use the proper cleaning materials or you 
can contaminate fiber-optic equipment.
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1 —  Handling, inspecting, and cleaning fiber-optic devices
Procedure 1-1  Inspect fiber-optic devices

Alcatel recommends that you inspect and clean the receptacle on the faceplate port 
before inspecting the connector on the cable end. 

1 Disconnect any power to the fiber-optic device being inspected or cleaned.

2 If this is not a first-time inspection, gently disconnect the fiber-optic connector from 
the receptacle.

3 Using the inspection kit, inspect the receptacle. If it is contaminated (does not pass 
acceptance criteria given in section 1.2), clean it. See Procedure 1-2.

4 Inspect the cable jacket for nicks, cuts, bends, kinks, or other signs of damage. Do 
not use the cable if there is damage.

5 Inspect the ferrule for signs of damage, such as scratches, scrapes, cracks, or 
damaged guide holes (badly worn or out-of-round). Do not use the device if there is 
damage.

6 Using the inspection kit, inspect the connector. If it is contaminated (does not pass 
acceptance criteria given in section 1.2), clean it. See Procedure 1-3.

7 Reconnect the connector and receptacle, and check for proper function.

Do not use optical devices that do not function properly.

Note —  Do not inspect or clean the optical device connections found on 
the printed circuit board (also referred to as cable-routed connections). 
These connections are made and tested at the factory. 

Danger —  Never look into the end of an optical fiber while optical power 
is being applied to the fiber. When cleaning or making measurements, 
avoid eye exposure to open-ended fibers and optical connectors because 
they may be connected to a laser transmitter. Use a microscope and 
video monitor when inspecting the end-face.
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1 —  Handling, inspecting, and cleaning fiber-optic devices
Procedure 1-2  Clean fiber-optic receptacles

The preferred method of cleaning a receptacle is to use a stick cleaner (swab). Ensure 
you choose the correct size of stick cleaner for the receptacle.

1 Ensure the receptacle has been inspected (see Procedure 1-1).

2 “Dry” clean the receptacle using a dry stick cleaner. Insert the stick in the receptacle 
and gently rotate it, making three full rotations and using a lifting/plucking motion 
each time you stop to re-grip the stick. Use a new stick for each port. Reinspect.

3 If the receptacle fails the inspection, and it appears that the contaminant can be 
dislodged using canned, compressed air, apply a short burst of air to the end-face 
to remove it. Do not allow the extension tube of the can to touch the bottom surface 
of the receptacle. Reinspect.

4 If the receptacle fails the inspection, repeat steps 2 and 3 several times.

5 If the receptacle fails the inspection, “wet” clean it using a stick cleaner saturated 
with optical-grade isopropyl alcohol. Put the stick in the receptacle and gently rotate 
it, as described in step 2. 

Remove any alcohol residue using a dry stick cleaner. Reinspect.

6 If necessary, repeat cleaning and inspecting several times or until the receptacle 
passes the inspection. 

Typically, you should not use a receptacle that does not pass inspection. However, 
only a live test lets you know if the connector cannot be used. 

7 Continue at Procedure 1-1, step 4.

Note —  Some I/O cards have the optical transceiver mounted directly to 
the faceplate receptacle (as opposed to having a cable-routed connection 
to the faceplate receptacle). In this case, some adjustments to the 
position and focus of the inspection tool at the receptacle may be 
required, especially for the receiver (Rx) receptacle.
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1 —  Handling, inspecting, and cleaning fiber-optic devices
Procedure 1-3  Clean fiber-optic cable connectors

The preferred method of cleaning a connector is to use the cleaner cassette. The second 
choice is a lint-free cloth, and the third choice is a stick cleaner (swab).

1 Ensure the connector has been inspected (see Procedure 1-1).

2 “Dry” clean the connector by gently wiping the ferrule and end-face surfaces using 
a cleaner cassette or a dry, lint-free cloth. Re-inspect.

3 If the connector fails the inspection, “wet” clean the connector by gently wiping the 
ferrule and end-face surfaces using a cleaner cassette that has had a drop of 
optical-grade isopropyl alcohol applied to it, or a lint-free cloth that has had a spot 
of optical-grade isopropyl alcohol applied to it. You may need to open the cleaner 
cassette window by hand to apply the drop of alcohol.

Remove any alcohol residue by gently wiping the ferrule and end-face surfaces with 
a dry section of cleaner cassette or a lint-free cloth. Re-inspect.

4 If necessary, repeat steps 2 and 3 several times or until the connector passes the 
inspection. 

5 If, after several attempts at cleaning, the connector continues to fail inspection, try 
using the canned, compressed air to remove any dust or debris. Do not allow the 
extension tube of the can to touch the fiber. Reinspect.

6 If the connector fails the inspection, repeat steps 2 and 3 one last time. Reinspect. 

Typically, you should not use a cable that does not pass inspection. However, only 
a live test lets you know if the connector cannot be used. 

7 Continue at Procedure 1-1, step 7.
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